TRR FORMS

The TEPS/AMD dealer is responsible for maintaining their own inventory of TRR forms, which they can get from their local Milton CAT dealership. Milton Cat will not accept photocopies since the forms are numbered for tracking references. The returns must be made out to the account in which the part(s) were sold to. This is extremely important for the timely processing of core credits to TEPS/AMD dealers that may be purchasing parts under more than one account number. Incomplete or incorrectly filled out TRR forms will be returned to the TEPS dealer. Since the TRR form is scanned it needs to be received at the Milton CAT store in good condition. We suggest that the forms be put into plastic bags.

Please fill out the entire top half of the TEPS/AMD Parts Return Request form regardless of the application. A new form needs to be filled out and included with each type of transaction. IE: New Parts, Used Cores, Warranty. There are three copies. The white copy stays with the cores, the yellow copy stays with Milton CAT and the TEPS dealer keeps the pink copy. The policy on the bottom of the current TRR form is no longer valid.